
Bikeway Profile

■Length：11.9 km in total, including the 5 km long Guiziken Creek 
Bikeway.

■Riding time：Labout 40 min. 
■Transportation：
‧MRT：1. From MRT Qilian or Beitou Stations, travel towards 

Zhongyang S. Rd., Daye Rd., and Dadu Rd. for about 15 min 
to arrive at the entrance of the bikeway at the Dingbaxian 
Community. 2. From MRT Guandu Station, take bus S23, get off at 
Guandu Temple Stop and head towards the opposition direction. 

‧Bus：Take bus 218, 266 or 302, get off at Daye Rd. Stop, and 

head towards Dadu Rd. to arrive at the entrance of the bikeway; 
alternatively you can start from Zhixing Rd. in the Guandu Temple 
direction and ride back. 

‧Car： From Taipei downtown: drive northwards on Chengde Rd. 

until you reach the 7th section and Daye Rd. intersection; you will 
be arriving at the entrance of the bikeway. However, it is easier 
to find a parking space if you enter from the Zhixing Rd. in the 
Guandu Temple direction.

Bikeway Profile

■Length：Shezidao: 9km; ErChong Spillway: 24km
■Riding time：Shezidao: about 40 min; ErChong Spillway: about 100min. 
■Transportation：
‧MRT：From MRT Jiantan Station, take bus Red 7 or Red 10 and get off at Qiaomei 

Stop; walk for about 10 min to reach the entrance of the Shezidao Bikeway. 
‧Bus：Take bus 2, 215, 246, 536, or Red 10, get off at Qiaomei Stop and you are at 
‧Car： From Taipei downtown: drive northwards on Yanping N. Rd. until you reach 

Sec. 7, cross Jingzikou, the entrance of Shezidao (or Shezi Elementary School), and 
you are at the entrance of the Shezidao Bikeway. 

‧Car：From Taipei downtown: you can also take the Sanchong Riverside Expressway, 

and drive through the cross-embankment to reach the ErChong Spillway Circular 
Bikeway.

Bikeway Profile

The following areas also offer bike rental services:
1.   Shezi Garden Mall
2.  Dadaocheng Bike Rental Center
3.  ErChong Spillway Riverside Park

Useful Tips

■Length：About 2.8km for both left and right banks.
■Riding time：About 30 min.
■Transportation：
‧MRT：From MRT Zhishan Station or Shilin Station, head towards 

Shilin Bridge, and you will soon arrive at the entrance of the bikeway. 
‧Bus：Take bus Red 5, 206, 255, 260 or 285, get off at MRT Shilin 

Station, and ride your bike to enter the bikeway. 
‧Car： Take Zhongshan N. Rd. towards Shilin direction until you reach 

the bottom of Fulin Bridge; turn onto the bikeway entrance.

Bikeway Profile

■Length：Xindian River right bank: 18.6km
Xindian River left bank + Dahan River right bank: 30km
Dahan River left bank:16km

■Riding time：Xindian River right bank: about 30 min. 
Xindian River left bank + Dahan River right bank: about 120 min.
Dahan River left bank: about 65 min.

‧MRT：1. From MRT Shuanlian Station, take bus Red 33 and get off at Minsheng-

Xinin Intersection Stop.2. Take MRT to Jingmei Station, Gongguan Station, or Guting 
Station and head towards the Xindian River. 

‧Bus：1. Take bus Red 33 and get off at Minsheng-Xinin Intersection Stop.

2. Take bus 74, 236, 251, 252, 642, 644, 648, 650, 660 or 673, get off at MRT Jingmei 
Station, Gongguan Station, or Guting Station, and follow the directions to reach the 
evacuation gate on the riverside. 

‧Car：Drive along Huanhe S. Rd. and Shuiyuan Express Way until you are connected 

onto Sec. 5 of Roosevelt Rd.; follow the directions to reach the evacuation gate on 
the riverside.

Bikeway Profile

In the earlier period, there were ferry wharves at Huludu, Jiantan 
and Dalongtong in the Shezi areas. The Sanjiaodu (meaning 
triangular crossing) got its name because people would travel 
back and forth among these three places by ferry. 
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Note: 
I. Service hours and rental regulations (subject to announcements of the bike rental center):

1. All of the rental centers are closed on the 3rd of each month in the morning and re-open at 2:00 p.m. The off day 
will be postponed if it is on a holiday. 

2. “Rent and return at the same place”: To rent a bicycle, you will need to show a valid ID as security (ID card, driver’
s license). The card is given back to you when returning the bicycle. Up to five bicycles are allowed with one card. 
Instead of an ID card, you can also pay a refundable NT$2,000 deposit for each bicycle, which is refunded when 
returning the bicycle. Rental fees are calculated by the hour. Time over 15 minutes is calculated as another hour. 

3. “Rent at A and Return at B”: You will be asked to show two ID cards and fill in a form for “Rent and Return at 
Affiliated Rental Centers”. Deposit or ID cards are not requested. All riverside rental centers of Taipei City and 
Taipei County allow you to rent and return at affiliated rental centers. There are two types of rental fees: half-day 
(within 4 hours) and one-day (over 4 hours). Please return the bicycle(s) before the stipulated return time. 

4. A discount applies to group renting of over 30 bicycles with advance booking. For more information on group 
renting, please contact the CYCLING LIFE-STYLE FOUNDATION, Tel.: (02)2719-2025. 

5. For information on rental rates and scenic spots, please visit TAIPEITRAVEL.NET (Specialty Tours > Riverside Bike 
Trails).

Ⅱ.For your own safety and others’ rights, please follow the regulations below:
1. The bicycling area is limited to bikeways of riverbank parks. Please stop for any pedestrian when riding along 

pedestrian-bicycle shared paths.
2. Please walk your bicycle to pass through bike tow ways. Racing, zigzagging, and stunt performance are 

prohibited. 
3. Safety helmets attached with sanitarian cover are also available for rent at all rental centers. One helmet costs 

NT$10.
4. Before you take to the road, please check the bicycle’s brakes, seat height and tire pressure.
5. Please return the rented bicycle(s) to the rental center before the return deadline.

︱Publisher: Taipei City Government︱Address: No. 1, Shifu Rd., Taipei︱
︱1999 Citizen Hotline︱http://www.taipeitravel.net︱
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Upon entering the Lin-antai Evacuation Gate on the left bank of the 
Keelung River, visitors will see a sign explaining the origin and the river 
remediation history of the Keelung River, enabling the public to get a better 
understanding of the place while enjoying their leisure activities. Dajia 
Riverside Park is established on a polder land overlooking a large area of 
greensward. The west-end was constructed into a metropolitan green park, 
with the most distinguishing feature being the riverside park extending from 
the Zhongshan Bridge to the Dazhi Bridge. The park’s landmark, “Fountain 
of Hope” displays a fan-shaped water screen soaring as high as 25 floors. The 
fantastic water dance highlighted by sparkling neon lights, and the gorgeous, 
classical red architecture of the Grand Hotel serving as background, present an 
extraordinary and unforgettable night scene. This is one of the best locations 
downtown to visit with your family and love ones. For those who enter the 
park from the Meiti Evacuation Gate on the right bank, you will see drawings 
on the embankment illustrating the history of Keelung River. A night tour 
along the Keelung River brings you further enjoyment with the glaring Ferris 
wheel and night scenes of Neihu Science Park. 

Keelung Riverside Bikeway

■Length：Left bank: 22.2 km; right bank: 20.6km
■Riding time：Left bank: about 90 min; right bank: about 80 min. The two banks are 

connected by Dazhi Bridge, Maishuai 1st Bridge, Rainbow Bridge and Chenggong 
Bridge.
■Transportation：
‧MRT- left bank：From MRT Yuanshan Station (Danshuei Line), head in the 

direction of Minzu E. Rd. and Xinsheng N. Rd., take the culvert under the 
Zhongshan Highway and turn right. 

‧MRT- right bank：From MRT Yuanshan Station (Danshuei Line), take bus 21 or 247 

and get off at Mingshui Rd. Stop or Dazhi Pumping Station Stop. 
‧Bus- left bank：1. Take bus 72, 222, or Brown 16, get off at Dajia Elementary 

School Stop and enter by the Lin-antai Evacuation Gate. 2. Take bus 262, 307, 505, 
604, or Blue 10, get off at Zhuangjing Village or Fuyuan Pumping Station Stop and 
enter by the Tayou Evacuation Gate.

‧Bus- right bank ：1. Take bus 28 or 256, get off at Mingshui Rd. or Dazhi Pumping 

Station Stop.  2. Take bus 28, 284, Brown 1, or Blue 20, get off at Chenggong Bridge 
or Tanmei Elementary School Stop. 3. Take bus Red 3 or Blue 26, get off at Keelung 
River Public Housing 2 Stop, and enter by the Meiti Evacuation Gate. 4. Take bus 
28,203,205,276,605,629,668, or 675, get off at Yucheng Elementary School Stop, 
and enter by the Nanhu Evacuation Gate.

‧Car- left bank：Drive along Minzu E. Rd. and turn onto Xinsheng N. Rd., pass Lin 

-antai Historical Home and continue towards Dazhi, take the culvert under the 
Zhongshan Highway and turn right. 

‧Car- right bank：Drive eastwards on the embankment road of the Dazhi Mingshui 

Rd until Jingye 3rd Rd.; enter by the Meiti Evacuation Gate on the right-hand side. 
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Dajia Blue Highway and the Night Scenes of 
Dazhi Bridge

The reflection of the Ferris wheel besides the Blue Highway and 
the light sculpture of Dazhi Bridge compose splendid night 
scenes.

Shuang River

Danshuei River

Guandu, Golden River Bank, and Bali Left Bank Bikeways

The remediated Guiziken Creek has a newly designed 
bicycle path along the riverside. The MRT Qilian and Beitou 
stations allow people to carry their bicycles on holidays, and 
also due to the linkage between local scenic spots, this area has 
become one of the most popular recreational outing places in 
northern Taipei. The Guandu Nature Park, a valuable wetland 
park, is the biggest attraction of the Guandu Bikeway. In 
addition to the main resident species, mangroves, there are 
also many little fiddler crabs and mudskippers growing in the 
wetland. During the migration season of birds, the bird watching 
square and visitor center of Guandu Nature Park will provide 
information on the flocks of wild waterfowls migrating here for a 
warmer winter. The northward end connects to the Golden River 
Bank Bikeway and continues to the Danhai New Township. Or 
you can cross the Guandu Bridge to reach the Bali Left Bank 
Bikeway. Alternatively, a ferry ride between Danshuei and Bali 
is also a fine choice. Besides the beautiful landscape along the 
way, don’t forget to enjoy the charming sunset and gourmet 
seafood at Danshuei or Bali. 

Shezidao and ErChong Spillway Bikeways

Shezidao is a sand bar located at the convergence of Keelung River 
and Danshui River. It is a place of agricultural and unsophisticated life where 
rice paddies and vegetable gardens compose beautiful countryside scenery. 
The bikeway built on the embankment appeals to many bicyclers. Tourists 
can overlook the surging convergence of Keelung River and Danshui River 
at the end section of the sand bar, with the sunset making river surface 
glitter gloriously, not to mention Mt. Datun and Mt. Guanyin in the distance 
stretching off to the furthest horizon. The southward path links to the left bank 
bikeway of Bailing River where you can find several large scale sports fields, 
and you may see some renowned teams doing their drills there. Shezidao 
Bikeway offers you both enchanting scenes and dynamic exercises.

The ErChong Spillway Circular Bikeway is 24km long in length. Once 
you ride through the cross-embankment way, you will enter the riverside 
meadows of different themes that would take you hours to explore. 

Xindian River, Dahan River and Danshuei River Bikeways

While riding on this bikeway built along Yanping Riverside Park at 
Dadaocheng Wharf, you will be able to visit the cultural heritage spots in 
the neighborhood: Dihua Street, Shiahai Chenghuang Temple, Lin Liu-Hsin 
Puppet Theatre Museum, Taipei Confucius Temple on the direction of Jiuquan 
St., and Bao-an Temple, etc. This is a route that takes care of your health and 
improves your humanistic vision. The scenic spots on the route include: Coffee 
Square at Dadaocheng Wharf, Tangshan sailing boat, wharf arch bridge, and 
the distant view of Danshuei river, etc. Another worthy route is associated with 
Blue Highway; you need to carry your bicycle onto the ferry to Guandu Wharf 
or even Danshuei Fishermen’s Wharf and Bali Left Bank. That’s how you can 
diversify your riverside bicycling trip. After riding past Huajiang Bridge, the 
bicycling path enters into another section, the bank of Xindian River. There 
are several bridges across Xindian River bringing you to the bicycling routes 
along Dahan River. An ambient mass of buildings highlights the value of this 
riverside park. The riverside scenes along Xindian River and Dahan River 
will give you a strong impression of “an oasis in the city”. The riverside park 
stretches all the way through Yingge, Tucheng, Banqiao, Zhonghe, Yonghe, 
and Xindian, where wild fowls and protected migratory birds stay from 
October to March. Recreation, health and gourmet food combine to provide 
you with a multifunctional and meaningful bicycling trip. 

Bicycle Safety Tips Shuang River

Jingmei River

Xindian River

Along the bikeways on both the left and right banks of Jingmei River 
you will find the Taipei Zoo, NCCU tennis court, fresh lawns and a clear river 
swarming with fish, which all make this route the most suitable for family 
outing. In addition, the Daonan Riverbank Park has a variety of sports facilities 
such as: basketball court, skating rink, badminton court, etc. Many local 
residents come here to stroll, cycle, and/or do various exercises here, making it 
an especially energetic bikeway.

Jingmei River Family Bikeway

■Length：Left bank: 3.8km; right bank: 8.1km
■Riding time：Left bank: about 25 min; right bank: about 40 min. The banks are connected by Daonan 

Bridge and Yishou Bridge.
■Transportation：
‧MRT：The bikeway starts just at the MRT Taipei Zoo Station.
‧Bus：Take bus 236, 237, 282, 295, 611, Brown 3, Brown 11, Brown 15 or Green 1 and get off at the Taipei 

Zoo Stop.
‧Car：From Taipei: Drive towards Muzha until you arrive at Muzha Rd., make a right turn onto the Wanfu 

Bridge, turn right again onto Xinguang Rd., and continue forward.

Taipei Zoo   02-2938-2300

Guandu Bike Rental Center   02-2858-4768 

The Guandu Bike Rental Center has special arch bridge 
style designs to echo the Guandu Bridge. Here, you 
can also have a good cup of coffee and appreciate the 
beautiful sunset.

Shezidao Surface Bikeway
Because there is no sufficient area to lay a bikeway between the 
section from the Zhoumei Expressway overpass to the Taipei College 
of Maritime Technology, bicyclers need to ride cautiously especially 
along the general roadway in this section.

Chongyang Bridge
The bikeway on the right bank of the Danshuei River is the best 
location to appreciate the beauty of the Chongyang Bridge. 
The bridge with two large white H-shaped towers represents 
the most beautiful landscape crossing the Danshuei River. 

Sports-themed Wall of Yanping Riverside Park
The painted sports-themed wall is on the embankment side 
of the Yanping Riverside Park closely adjacent to the bank of 
Danshuei River. Bicyclers may feel especially inspired by the 
pictures on the wall. 

Shuangxi Riverside Bikeway

Shuang River originates from Yangmingshan National Park. 
After flowing by Soochow University, the river flows north of the 
road, where the riverbank green park stretches forth. The riverside 
bikeway is built along two sides of the river and is a short, well-
maintained cycling trail closest to the residential area in the bikeway 
network of Taipei City.

The beautiful riverbank of Shuang River serves as a green 
tunnel that refreshes the body and soul of the citizens in the 
neighborhood. The left bank of Shuang River links to the right bank 
bikeway of Bailing Bridge. The riverside park at the Bailing right 
bank is a good place for American football games. It is now also 
a favorable green land for bicyclers who can ride all the way to 
Chengde Bridge and visit Sanjiaodu, the last sampan wharf in Taipei 
City.

Shuangxi Riverside Park
How cool! Blue sky above my head and green land underneath 
my feet. It's time to have a comfortable break by the stone tables 
and chairs.

Shuang River Waterfront 
The trees growing along the picturesque Shuang river riverside 
form a natural green tunnel where blue sky and green meadows 
at both sides comfort your spirit. 

Sanjiaodu

Right Bank Bikeway (of Bailing Bridge)
This is a straight and flat riverside bikeway with guardrails, making 
it especially safe and carefree to ride on. 

Shangxi Dike Bridge
On the bikeway over the Shuangxi Dike Bridge next to Heshuang 
No. 21 Park, a team of auspicious dancing lions and dragons have 
their figures interestingly reflected on the river’s surface.

Bailing Right Bank Sports Park 
On the right bank of the Bailing Bridge is a sports park adjacent to 
the bikeway. During your break from bicycling, you may want to 
watch baseball team drills. 

Shilin Pumping Station Bikeway Bridge
Use the bikeway bridge to get across the sand bar of Shiling 
Pumping Station; you will be able to continue on to the right 
bank bikeway of Bailing Bridge.

Tangshan Sailing Boat 
The boat takes the shape of a carp. See, it's looking at you! The Tangshan 
sailing boat demonstrated at the Dadaocheng Wharf is not only an 
exhibit but also a reminder of the arduous and unpredictable days when 
Tangshan ancestors migrated to Taiwan by boat.

Yongfu Bridge Waterfront
This is a great place to take a short break and appreciate the beautiful 
scenery by the Yongfu Bridge waterfront.

Huajiang Wild Duck Nature Park
Huajiang Wild Duck Nature Park is located adjacent to the Xindian 
River bank. An extensive sand bar emerges when the water level drops, 
forming a favorable perching and foraging environment for waterfowls.

Night Scenes at Dadaocheng Wharf
As part of the stunning and enchanting night scene of the wharf, colorful neon lights reflect the ferries on the 
glittering river surface.

Shiahai Chenghuang Temple  02-2558-0346

No. 61, Sec. 1, Dihua St., Taipei City
Shiahai Chenghuang Temple is a well-known temple in Dadaocheng. 
Every year, people flood into the temple to celebrate Chenghuangye, the 
City God’s birthday. The celebration is such a super-boisterous event that 
it almost empties surrounding streets. This temple has been listed as a 
third-class historic site.

Taipei Water Park/Museum  02-8369-5096

No. 1, Siyuan St. Zhongzheng District, Taipei City
The Taipei Water Park features: the Nursery in Water Source Site, Mt. 
Guanyin Hiking Trail , Water Distribution Materials Exhibition Area, 
Museum of Drinking Water, and the Water Country Park. Among these, 
the historically significant Museum of Drinking Water is definitely worth 
a visit.

Bird-watching at Huajiang Wild Duck Nature Park
Numerous waterfowls migrating to the riverside swamp between 
Zhongxing Bridge and Huajiang Bridge announce the start of exciting 
waterfowls-related activities. A large number of tourists during their 
cycling exercise will stop to watch the migratory birds.

Old Banyan Green Tunnel
Bushy old banyans near the Guangfu Bridge construct a green tunnel. 
Nice cool breezes will caress you here on summer days. 

Dadaocheng Coffee Square
The newly built river-facing coffee square at the Dadaocheng Wharf is 
a great attraction to stop at. It is also a great place to recollect your old 
memories of the wharf.

Watching the Ferris Wheel of Miramar
While bicycling, why not take a break to enjoy the view of 
the magnificent Ferris wheel, a landmark on the border 
between Neihu District and Zhongshan District.

Sports Facilities
There are many sports facilities inside the riverside park, 
including the red clay baseball field, softball field, skating rink, 
football field, volleyball court, tennis court, etc. 

Rainbow Bridge
There are many sports facilities inside the 
riverside park, including the red clay baseball 
field, softball field, skating rink, football field, 
volleyball court, tennis court, etc. 

Lin-Antai Historic Home
The southern Fujian style building adjoined the 
Xinsheng Park boasts ideal ventilation and the ability to 
ward off the chilling wind in wintertime, demonstrating 
a combination of Chinese feng-shui, as well as scientific 
and pragmatic functions. 

Snacks Square at Dajia Wharf
The Snacks Square is provided with sunshades and seats 
for bicyclers to take a comfortable break. Summer evenings 
will please you with a cool and agreeable breeze.

Guandu Bird-Watching Bikeway
This is a fantastic ecological and bicycling route especially in winter time. You 
will be immersed in peaceful countryside scenes along the Keelung River.

Guandu Plains
It is not too much to say that the last piece of rice paddy of Taipei 
metropolis is preserved in Guandu. Linked with the mangrove 
reserve, Guandu Plains represents the simplicity and purity of 
country life. Incredibly, it is within accessible distance from the 
hustle and bustle of a busy city.

Guandu Nature Park   02-2858-7417

No. 55, Guandu Rd., Taipei City
Guandu Nature Park is an important wetland reserve in Taipei 
City. This 76-hectare, precious mangrove forest is the largest 
in the world at the same latitude.

National Chengchi University 

The National Chengchi University has an 
extensive campus. Overlooking the Daonan 
Riverside Park, you will see tall school buildings 
and big trees all over the campus.

No.30, Sec. 2, Xingong Rd., Taipei City
Taipei Zoo covers an area of 182 hectares. 
Animals of the zoo live in their exclusive areas 
arranged according to their unique living 
habits and in a natural and open way.

Dihua Leisure and Sports Park
Tourists can utilize the cross-embankment bridge to get to the 
Dihua Leisure and Sports Park. With a broad view and a variety 
of leisure and sports facilities, it is definitely an ideal midway 
station to take a rest. 
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1. Before you take to the road, please check 
the bicycle’s brakes, seat height and tire 
pressure.
*Brakes: Please confirm that the brakes are 

unhindered and that the brake pads on both sides are 

working.

*Seat: Please confirm that the seat height is properly 

adjusted and securely screwed. The seat surface 

should be parallel to the ground surface. (Sit on the seat, 

hold the handlebars, press the brake levers, and stand slightly on tiptoe with one 

supporting leg to make the bicycle upright. Move one foot pedal up and the other down and 

lay one foot on the down pedal. The foot stepping on the down pedal should be naturally straight 

and slightly bent. Make sure the seat height is optimal for you and that there is enough room for both 

legs when bicycling.)

*Tire pressure: Please check whether the tires are worn. Tires should be pumped up.

2.  Warm-up exercises are needed prior to bicycling. To prevent sport injuries 
and sore muscles, you should do a fitness workout especially for the neck, 
waist, legs, and joints of all limbs. You must wear a helmet. 

3.  Please follow traffic regulations, traffic signs and traffic signal lights. 
Always ride on the bicycle lane or slow lane (ride on the right side of the 
road when a slow lane is not available). Do not ride on sidewalks or ride 
reverse to the traffic flow. Please stop for any pedestrian when riding along 
pedestrian-bicycle shared paths.

4.  Please stop, watch and listen at crossways, and slow down when passing 
crossways. 

5.  Please avoid riding at night, on rainy days and in conditions of poor 
visibility.  

6.  It is strictly prohibited to do dangerous actions such as zigzagging and 
unexpected turning. Before making turns, always check both sides and 
make warning signs for pedestrians and vehicles behind you. 

7.  Do not stand on the front or rear part of the bicycle. Do not carry any object 
that may hinder your or other people’s sight.

8.  Always be ready to brake and stop. To prevent break locking and falling 
over, please brake repeatedly and progressively.

9.  Do not use the derailleur when the bicycle is not moving. Shift speed before 
going up a steep slope and avoid using the derailleur when riding on a slope 
to prevent leg injuries and breaking the derailleur. 

10. Always keep your fingers on the right place of the handlebars. Never let go 
of the handlebars except for making signs.

11. Do not ride side by side. Keep a safe distance from other bicycles. 
12. Child cyclists should be accompanied by an adult who follow behind and 

pay attention to the road. 
13. Please bring a cell phone with you. You could use it in case of emergency 

or accidents. 

Name & Tel. Location

Service Time

May – September (Summer) October - April (Winter)

Holidays Weekdays Holidays Weekday

Guandu
(02)2858-4768

To the north of Guandu 
Temple and beside 
Guandu Wharf 

Rental Hours:
08:00-18:30

Return 
Deadline:   

19:30

Rental Hours:
08:00-12:00

(Lunch break)
14:00-18:30

Return 
Deadline:

19:30

Rental Hours: 
08:00-17:30

Return 
Deadline:

18:30 

Rental Hours:
08:00-12:00

(Lunch break)
14:00-17:30

Return 
Deadline:

18:30

Dadaocheng 
(02)2557-0692

Enter Dadaocheng  
Evacuation Gate at the 
end of Minsheng W. Rd.; 
it is on the south side of 
Dadaocheng Wharf

Dajia
(02)2517-5568

Turn to Yingfeng 
Evacuation Gate from 
Tayou Rd.; it is beside 
the bikeway in the Dazhi 
Bridge direction 

Meiti
0910-076-500

Turn to Jingye cross-
embankment way from 
Mingshui Rd.; it is beside 
the bikeway in the Dazhi 
Bridge direction

Jingfu
(02)2364-6986

On Gongguan Riverside 
Square behind Taipei Water 
Park, under Shuiyuan 
Expressway  

Muzha 
0910-078-500

On the Riverside Park to 
the south of  Sec. 2 of 
Xinguang Rd. in front of 
Taipei Zoo  

Guanshan
0910-076-721
[Open on Holidays]

Turn to Tayou Evacuation 
Gate from Tayou Rd.; it is 
beside the bikeway under 
the freeway

Rental Hours: 
08:00-18:30

Return 
Deadline:

19:30

─

 Rental Hours: 
08:00-17:30

Return 
Deadline:

18:30

─
Huazhong
0910-078-521
[Open on Holidays]

Enter Huazhong 
Evacuation Gate No. 1 at 
the end of Wanda Rd.; it is 
under Huazhong Bridge 

Shuangxi 
0910-076-731
[Open on Holidays]

Turn to riverbank park at 
Zhoumei St.; it is beside 
the bikeway in the 
Zhoumei Bridge direction   

(December - January: rental time is adjusted to 08:00-16:30. Return deadline is 17:30. Weekdays: closed between 
12:00-13:00)

 Service Times of Taipei Riverside Bike Rental Centers


